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We give a representation of observables in fuzzy measurable spaces by random
variables and vice versa, and we prove a Loomis]Sikorski theorem analogue.
Moreover, some applications are presented. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .By a random variable of a classical measurable space V, S we mean
y1 .any mapping f : V ª R such that f E g S for any Borel set E from
 .the Borel s-algebra B R of the real line R. In other words, the mapping
 . y1 .  .  .x E [ f E , E g B R , is a s-homomorphism from B R into the
w xs-algebra S . Conversely, it is well-known 7, Sect. 18, Example 11 that,
 .for any s-homomorphism x from B R into S , there exists a unique
 . y1 .  .random variable f such that x E s f E for any E g B R .
w xThis motivation has been accepted also in 5, 6 in order to define an
analogue of a random variable within the framework of fuzzy measurable
 w x.space s F quantum spaces, too 6 . This kind of space has been used as an
w xaxiomatic model of quantum mechanics, see 4 . Further information on
w xmotivation of fuzzy set theory for quantum physics is in the paper 1 , for
example.
w xWe recall that according to 5, 6 , a fuzzy measurable space is a couple
 .V, M , where V is a nonempty set, called a uni¨ ersum, and M is a system
w xVof fuzzy sets from V, that is M ; 0, 1 such that
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 .  .i if 1 v s 1 for any v g V, then 1 g M;
 . Hii a g M implies a : s 1 y a g M;
 . `  4iii D a [ sup a g M whenever a ; M;ns1 n n n n
 .  .iv if 1r2 v s 1r2 for any v g V, then 1r2 f M.
The fuzzy meet, l, is defined, according to Zadeh, via F a s inf a ,n n n n
 4a ; M, and F a belongs to M, too.n n n
 .  .By an observable of V, M we mean a mapping x: B R ª M such
that
 .  c .  .  .i x E s 1 y x E , E g B R ;
 .  ` . `  .  4  .ii x D E s D x E , E ; B R ,is1 i is1 i i
where Ec denotes the set-theoretic complement of E in R.
 .In the present paper, we prove that any observable x on V, M may be
represented by a real-valued function defined on the same set V and
 .measurable with respect to a special s-algebra, K M , of crisp subsets of
 .V, and, conversely, any K M -measurable, real-valued function f induces
 . 1an observable of V, M . In addition, some applications of the given
representation will be shown.
2. THE LOOMIS]SIKORSKI THEOREM
 .Suppose that V, M is a fuzzy measurable space. A subset I of M is
said to be a s-ideal of M if
 . Hi a l a g I for any a g M;
 .ii if a g M, b g I, a F b, then a g I;
 . `  4iii D a g I whenever a ; I;ns1 n n
 .iv if a l b g I for some b g M, b G 1r2, then a g I.
1 Unfortunately, the present paper was under review by the original JMAA referee for
 .  .three years June 1989]Aug. 1992 and during that time R. Mesiar submitted Jan. 2, 1991 to
 .JMAA the paper: Fuzzy observables, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 174 1993 , 178]193, where a
simpler proof to our main Theorem 3.1 was presented. Similar simpler proofs are given by A.
Kolesarova, Representation of fuzzy observables, in ‘‘Proc. Second Winter School on Mea-´ ´
 .sure Theory, Lipt. Jan, 1990, pp. 117]120 in one direction and A. Kolesarova and R. Mesiar;´ ´ ´
 . in A note on a representation of fuzzy observables, Busefal 43 1990 , 42]48 in the second
.direction . To safeguard the priority of the present author, we present only the statements of
the original version; for the proofs see the simpler proofs in the above papers.
Today there are also representations of observables in other s-algebras of subsets of the
universum V the present author, Remarks of representation of fuzzy quantum posets, Math.
 . .Slo¨aca 44 1994 , 429]440 . An interesting result is that of M. Navara and P. Ptak,´
 .P-measures on soft fuzzy s-algebra, Fuzzy Sets and Systems 56 1993 , 123]126, where it is
 .shown that there is a fuzzy measurable space V, M having no s-additive probability
 .measure see also the last mentioned paper of the author .
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Denote by
 4I s a g M : there is c g M , c G 1r2, with a l c F 1r2 , 2.1 .0
w xthen, by 6 , I : I, for any s-ideal I of M. Suppose that I is a s-ideal,0
H H w x  .and put a ; b iff a l b , a lb g I. Then by 6 ; i a ; b entailsI I
H H  . ` `a ; b ; ii if a ; b , for n G 1, then D a ; D andI n I n ns1 n I ns1
` `  . H w xF a ; F b ; iii a l a ; 0 for any a g M. Denote by a sns1 n I ns1 n I I
 4 w x 4b g M: b ; a . Then MrI [ a : a g M is a Boolean s-algebra inI I
w x w xH w Hxthe sense of Sikorski 13 , if we define a [ a , a g M, andI I
` w x w ` x ` w x w ` x  4E a [ D a , H a [ F a , a ; M. Throughoutns1 n I ns1 n I ns1 n I ns1 n n
w xthe paper a is used instead of a , a g M. It is evident that if M consistsI0
 4exclusively of crisp subsets of V, then I s B and MrI s M.0 0
w xIn the theory of Boolean s-algebras, it is well-known, due to Loomis 9
w xand Sikorski 12 , that for any Boolean s-algebra A there is a measurable
 .space X, S and a s-homomorphism h from S onto A.
w x  .According to 10 , we define a K M as the set of all subsets A : V
such that there is a fuzzy set a g M with
 4  4a ) 1r2 : A : a G 1r2 , 2.2 .
 4   . 4  4where a ) 1r2 s v g V: a v ) 1r2 , and for a G 1r2 , it is similar.
In the theorem below, we show that the Loomis]Sikorski representation
 .of the Boolean s-algebra MrI leads to a representation via K M .0
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let V, M be a fuzzy measurable space and I be the0
minimal s-ideal of M. Then there is a s-homomorphism h from the0
 .s-algebra K M onto the Boolean s-algebra MrI .0
 .Proof. Let A be an arbitrary subset from K M and choose a fuzzy set
 .  .a g M such that 2.2 holds. We define a mapping h : K M ª MrI via0 0
 .  .h A s a, A g K M .0
 4The mapping h is defined well, since if, for b g M, we have b ) 1r20
 4  H 4 c  H 4: A : b G 1r2 , then b ) 1r2 : A : b G 1r2 , so that
H  4 H ca l b ) 1r2 s a ) 1r2 l b ) 1r2 : A l A s B 4  4
 H 4 Hwhich entails a l b F 1r2 s V, in an analogous way, a lb F 1r2.
c .  .Therefore, a s b. Moreover, it is clear that h V s 1 and h A s0 0
 .H  .h A , A g K M .0
 4  4  .Suppose now a ) 1r2 : A : a G 1r2 , A g K M , a g M forn n n n n
n G 1. Then
 4  4a ) 1r2 s a ) 1r2 : A : a G 1r2D D D Dn n n n 5
n n n n
: a G 1r2 ,D n 5
n
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 .  .so that h D A s E h A , which shows that h is a s-homomor-0 n n n 0 n 0
 .phism from K M onto MrI .0
3. REPRESENTATION OF OBSERVABLES
In the present section, we give the main result of the paper.
THEOREM 3.1. Let x be an obser¨ able of a fuzzy measurable space
 .  .V, M . Then there is a K M -measurable, real-¨ alued function f on V such
that
x E ) 1r2 : fy1 E : x E G 1r2 3.1 4  4 .  .  .  .
 .  .for any E g B R . If g is any K M -measurable, real-¨ alued function on V
 .with 3.1 , then
v g V : f v / g v : x B s 1r2 . 3.2 4  4 .  .  .  .
 .Con¨ersely, let f : V ª R be any K M -measurable function. Then there is
 .  .  .an obser¨ able x with 3.1 . If y is any obser¨ able of V, M with 3.1 , then
x E l y Ec F 1r2 3.3 .  .  .
 .for any E g B R .
The original proof of Theorem 3.1 has been based on an application of
Theorem 2.1. For a more simpler proof see the paper of R. Mesiar see
.Footnote 1 .
4. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we present some applications of the main theorem on a
representation for observables in fuzzy measurable spaces by point map-
 .pings. We shall write x ; f if x is an observable of V, M and f is a
 .  .K M -measurable function from V into R such that 3.1 holds.
w xThe sum of any two observables x and y is introduced in 7 as a unique
observable x q y such that
B t s B r l B t y r , t g R, .  .  . .Dxqy r g Q x y
 .  ..where B t [ z y`, t , t g R.z
 .Let h be a Borel function, then h( x is an observable of V, M defined
 y1 ..  .  . 2via h( x: E ¬ x h E , E g B R . In particular, if h t s t , we write
2  .h( x s x , or if h t s a , t g R, then h( x s a x. The product of two
 .2 2 2 .observables x and y, x ? y, is defined as x ? y s x q y y x y y r2.
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w xBy a probability measure on M we mean a mapping m: M ª 0, 1 such
w xthat 11
 .  H.i m a j a s 1 for any a g M;
 .  ` . `  . Hii m D s  m a whenever a F a for i / j.ns1 is1 i i j
 .The property i is in order to guarantee in a probabilistic way the
‘‘excluded middle’’ law a j aHs 1 which does not hold in M, in general.
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let V, M be a fuzzy measurable space. Then K M is a
s-algebra of subsets of the set V. If m is a probability measure on M, then the
 . w xfunction P s P : K M ª 0, 1 defined ¨iam
P A s m a , A g K M , 4.1 .  .  .  .m
 .  .where A and a satisfy 2.2 , is a probability measure on K M with
 4P a s 1r2 s 0 for any a g M . 4.2 . .
Moreo¨er, if m, n are probability measures, m / n, then P / P .m n
 .  .Con¨ersely, let P be any probability measure on K M with 4.2 , then the
w xmapping m : M ª 0, 1 defined ¨iaP
m a s P A , a g M , 4.3 .  .  .P
 .where a and A fulfill 2.2 , is a probability measure on M. If P / Q, then
m / m . In addition, m s m and P s P .P Q P mm P
By the mean ¨alue of an observable x with respect to a probability
 .  .measure m we mean the expression m x [ H t dm t , where m : E ¬R x x
  ..  .  . m x E , E g B R , is a probability measure on B R if the integral
.exists and is finite .
The indefinite integral, H x dm, a g M, is defined viaa
x dm [ m x ? x , a g M , .H a
a
where x is an observable defined asa
¡ Ha l a , if 0, 1 f E
Ha , if 0 g E, 1 f E~x E s .a a, if 0 f E, 1 g E¢ Ha j a , if 0, 1 g E,
 .E g B R . Using Theorem 3.1, we have:
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LEMMA 4.2. Let x ; f , y ; g, and let h be any Borel function. Then
 .i x q y ; f q g ;
 .ii h( x ; h( f ;
 .iii x ? y ; f ? g ;
 . w ..  .iv If f G 0, then x 0, ` s x R .
LEMMA 4.3. Let x ; f , let m be a probability measure on M, and let Pm
 .  .be a probability measure on K M defined ¨ia 4.1 . Let a g M and A g
 .  .K M be related through 2.2 . Then
 .   ..  y1 ..  .i m x E s P f E , E g B R .m
 .ii x ; I , where I is the indicator of A.a A A
 .iii H x dm s H f dP .a A m
The Radon]Nikodym theorem for fuzzy measurable spaces has been´
w xproved in 2 ; using Theorem 3.1, a simpler proof is possible.
Finally, we give the following possibility of applications of Theorem 3.1
for a sequence of observables.
 4We say that a sequence of observables x of a fuzzy measurable spacen
 .V, M con¨erges to an observable x
 . mi in a measure m, x ª x for short, if, for every « ) 0,n
lim m x y x y« , « s 1; .  . . .n
n
 . w xii almost everywhere in a measure m, x ª x, a.e. m for short, if,n
for every « ) 0,
` `
m x y x y« , « s 1. .  . .D F n /
ks1 nsk
 . m PmLEMMA 4.4. Let x ; f , x ; f , for n G 1. Then i x ª x iff f ª f ;n n n n
 . w x w xii x ª x a.e. m if f ª f a.e. P .n n m
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